
CWC Sacramento Monthly  
Saturday Zoom Meeting 

January 15, 2022 1 - 2 p.m. 
(chat 30 minutes before) 

“Making Money Instead of 
Spending It: Guerrilla 

Marketing for Authors” 

With Michael Larsen, Author 
and Author Coach 

These thirteen keys will help you achieve success as a writer and a 
person: 

• Passion 
• Purpose 
• Professionalism 
• People 
• Productivity 
• Platform 
• Promotion 
• Publication 
• Profit 
• Perspective 
• Patience 
• Perseverance 
• Planet 

If you are committed to building a career, this talk will show you 
how. You will receive twelve pages of handouts. Mike is looking 
forward to your questions after he speaks, and you are welcome to 
ask him questions after the meeting at larsenpoma@aol.com. 

Mike is an author coach who loves helping writers achieve their 
goals. Mike cofounded Larsen-Pomada Literary Agents, which sold 
books to more than a hundred publishers and imprints. Books: How 
to Write a Book Proposal, fifth edition, coauthored by Jody Rein; How 
to Get a Literary Agent; and Guerrilla Marketing for Writers 
(coauthored).  

To access this Zoom meeting, go to our website 
www.cwcsacramentowriters.org and click on the announcement.  

CALIFORNIA WRITERS CLUB                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                January 2022            

SACRAMENTO WRITER

www.SacramentoWriters.org CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

mailto:larsenpoma@aol.com
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First Friday Networking Zoom 
Meeting, January 7, 2022 

10 – 11 a.m. (open for chat 30 
minutes before meeting) 

“The Road to Adapting a Novel to a 
Screenplay” 

With Sarah Armstrong-Garner, 
Author and Screenwriter 

Sarah will tell us about tips and tricks for a successful adaptation and how to pitch to 
networks. She will cover the following topics: 
  

• Screenwriting 101 
• Examining a story to discover what format it fits into (Feature or TV)  
• Finding the heart of the story and fitting it into a format 
• How to research production companies 
• The art of pitching 

Sarah Armstrong-Garner was raised in a small California Gold Rush town, surrounded by 
ghost stories and superstitions that greatly inspire her writing style - usually set in fantasy 
and horror. Her training consists of the Feature Film Program at Brooks Institute, 
ScreenwritingU Pro Series, and Roadmap Writers’ Career Writer Program. Her recent 1-hour 
fantasy drama pilot, The Soul of a Witch, is in the top 6% on Coverfly (www.coverfly.com), 
and received a “Recommend” through Roadmap Writers' consultation program 
(www.roadmapwriters.com). Sarah is also the YA fantasy author of two books, Sinking and 
Drifting. 

Please go to our website www.cwcsacramentowriters.org and click on the announcement to 
join the meeting via Zoom.
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Please send Newsletter Feedback to  

sacramentowriters@gmail.com
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Message from Our President,  
Kimberly A. Edwards 

CWC Sacramento President 

Putting the Pieces Together for 
Improvement and Success in 

2022 

Happy New Year, Sacramento Branch Members! 

The Sacramento Branch is trying something new for 2022: 
producing an anthology, giving members the opportunity to be 

published and to show off their writing. Our anthology will be the first compilation of writing for our 
branch in recent memory, thanks to the hard work of the Anthology Committee and many others.  

The very first California Writers Club anthology – published in 1914 before local branches existed -- 
featured “The Son of the Wolf” by Jack London. This renowned writer was an honorary CWC member. 
In the 108 years since London contributed that story, many CWC branches have 
produced anthologies, some battle-scarred from lessons learned. Fellow 
branches report an evolution in their submission and editing procedures, fine-
tuned through generations of well-intended but imperfect attempts. Our branch 
finds itself on this very path, volunteers toiling 24/7, even on holidays, to 
carefully read work submitted and consult with members making changes. We 
can’t thank our brave volunteers enough.  

On behalf of the board, I wish to express how proud I am of all members who 
submitted work to this “inaugural” adventure of ours. We’ll do everything 
possible to include all pieces that meet the standard as permitted by space and 
financial constraints. Your efforts are embraced and saluted.  

If you did not submit to the anthology, I hope you will set a New Year’s goal to finish that story, 
outline that memoir, send out that polished article, or enroll in a long-term class. Learning theory 
suggests that people retain more through long-term classes that include practice and discussion. We 
writers sometimes resist spending money on ourselves, but we are well worth it! YOU are worth it!  

We all belong to CWC to make connections and learn to write better. No one has all the answers, but 
each of us has pieces of the picture. We, as your board, represent you the members and our 2022 
goal is to meet your needs. In the New Year, let’s put all those pieces together to see what progress 
we make as writers moving to the next level of writing and publishing proficiency. If you have ideas 
for activities, workshops, or seminars you believe will help you improve, please let me know. My email 
is kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net.  I look forward to hearing from you. 

Happy, happy New Year! 

Kim
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UPCOMING SPEAKERS for CWC Sacramento 
(all via Zoom) 

February 4th – First Friday, 10 a.m., Gini Grossenbacher – 
“Tips for the Productive Critique Group” 
February 19th-- Saturday Monthly, 1 p.m., Kathy Lynne 
Marshall, “How to Organize Your Manuscript for Self-
Publication” 

Mining for Gold: Description, Detail, and Delivery. This 
course improves our descriptive skills to illuminate our non-
fiction work as well as poetry, stories and novels. Open to 
both literary and prose stylists, this course guides us through an inspiring examination of description 
in its many forms. With thoughtful instruction and engaging exercises, we’ll develop greater skill in 
using the senses and powers of observation so important in creating memorable work. We’ll uncover 
the rich, evocative words that accurately portray our mind’s images. We’ll examine dozens of 
descriptive passages written by master poets and authors to inform our process. We’ll also learn how 
to weave our writing together using description as a unifying thread. An inspirational class that will 
jumpstart your writing year. Tuesday evenings, 6 – 8 p.m., Zoom, January 11- March 15, 2022, $25/
class, pay-as-you-go. Please enroll with Gini Grossenbacher, M. Ed., certificated editor, Elk Grove 
Writers & Artists.  

Email: ginis.writers1@gmail.com 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW MEMBERS 
Penelope L. (Penny) Clark from Herald, California, is the author of many books, focusing on 
mystery, fantasy (wolf shifters), and the paranormal. 

Books by P. L. Clark: 

Mystery e-book and paperback 
Murphy's Enigma 
Hunting Justice 
The Daisy Chain 

Western e-book and paperback 
William's Quest 
Harlan's Journey 

Fantasy e-book and paperback 
The Westfall Pack (Wolf-Shifters- 1 ) 
Chasing the Omega (Wolf-Shifters-2) 
Wolf Rising (Wolf-Shifter-3) 

Paranormal paperback 
Dangerous Gifts (Books 1 & 2) Paranormal 
Dangerous Gifts (Books 3-4-5) Paranormal 

Novella's e-book only 
Dangerous Gifts Book 1 
Dangerous Gifts Book 2 
Dangerous Gifts Book 3 
Dangerous Gifts Book 4 
Dangerous Gifts Book 5 

LGBTQ+ e-book and paperback 
A Manny for Leo

mailto:ginis.writers1@gmail.com


Anthology Update: 

Acceptance and rejection letters will be disseminated shortly.  Our 
review process took more time than we estimated.  
     All of the reviews conducted by readers of the anthology 
submissions were anonymized. (Readers did not know authors’ 
names.) Each submission was reviewed by four or more readers. 
Almost 10% of our branch was involved in the evaluations. Thank 
you to the anonymous reviewers for your tireless and substantial 
efforts.  
     The review phase is coming to an end with final evaluations. 
The editorial team reached out to dozens of writers to share 
reviewers’ comments and suggestions with them. It was a very 
time-consuming process for both the authors and the editors. 
     The Branch should know that most of the authors contacted by 
the editors with reviewers’ suggestions were pleasantly surprised. 
Writers who had submitted to a publisher in the past had never 

been given an opportunity to review, discuss, and edit their work prior to final selection 
determinations. The editors and the anthology committee received many authors’ kudos for their 
efforts to help writers understand how their works had been perceived by others. 

CONTACT US: The website has a “Contact” tab. [www.cwcsacramentowriters.org]  
Also, the last page of every newsletter has a list of members in club positions and their contact 
email addresses. 

END-OF-THE-YEAR NEWS FROM THE CWC NORCAL GROUP BOARD 

 The NorCal Group is comprised of representatives from all fourteen CWC branches in the 
northern part of California. Together, we work through CWC issues, problems, and seek solutions for 
our branches as well as work to bring more opportunities for our branch members:  

• In the coming year, we will once again be hosting a CWC booth at the San Francisco 
Writers Conference in February 2022. https://www.sfwriters.org/2022-conference/ With 
this booth come opportunities for our branch members to join us at the Conference through 
volunteering their time, participating on panels, and also in receiving free tickets for one-day 
events in the Books to Screen Summit and the Poetry Summit. If you are interested in 
attending these one-day events, contact your branch president. If you are interested in 
participating or volunteering in the SFWC, please contact me: carolebumpus@gmail.com    

• The NorCal Group will also host a booth for the Bay Area Book Fest (BABF) in May 2022 
in Berkeley. For those who would like to volunteer to help at our booth, you will also be given 
the opportunity to sell your books at our booth. Stay tuned for more details. 

• After missing our biennial NorCal Leadership Conference in 2020 (due to Covid), the 
NorCal Group will once again be hosting the Leadership Conference this coming September 
2022. Training will be offered for all leaders in executive board positions, as well as other 
important roles within the branches. This may be a hybrid conference, but however it is 
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A message from the newsletter editors of Sacramento Writer 

Happy New Year to all! January is a time for resolutions, a time to try new things. The first-
ever CWC Sacramento anthology is in the works. MeetUp, our website and Zoom have 
expanded our outreach to current and new members, and virtual programs have brought far-
away speakers to us. Zoom meetings generate no worries about travel time or expenses, and 
no concerns about driving and parking.  
   
We want to share good thoughts and hopes for the future, to include returning to the 

fellowship of in-person get-togethers where we can share ideas and 
celebrate the launching of our new 
publications – while retaining the positive 
aspects of what we have learned about 
virtual presentations. 

Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor 

Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor

presented, it will be essential for all CWC branch 
leaders take advantage of this pertinent CWC training. 
Put this on your calendars. Our goal is to offer all 
branch leaders the best tools available to help them 
meet the growing needs of their branches. Working 
together and sharing best practices strengthens all. 

Respectfully submitted: Carole Bumpus, CWC NorCal Chair – 
2015-2022 

As of January 1, 2022, all CWC branch speaker meetings will 
be added to the Event page on state CWC's website 
at: https://calwriters.org/events/. This is a handy calendar 
view, but keep in mind that branch meetings happen throughout the month and postings on any 
given day will not include all 22 branches' speaker meetings for that month. There are also a plethora 
of interesting pages and posts on the CWC website that might interest branch members. 

Member recommendation: 
Eric Wiesenthal encourages us all to take a look at Literary Hub (lithub.com), which contains all 
kinds of posts and articles about the craft of writing. You can also join their email list.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Marcia Rosi
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Poetry 
Corner
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Robert Burns

Robert Burns (25 January 1759 – 21 July 1796), was 
also known as the Ploughman Poet since he was born 
to tenant farmers and spent much of his life working 
on farms. He is widely regarded as the national 
poet of Scotland and is celebrated worldwide as a 
cultural icon and as a pioneer of the Romantic 
movement. Much of his writing is in a "light Scots 
dialect" of English, accessible to an audience beyond 
Scotland. He also wrote in standard English, 
especially his political and civil commentary. Besides 
his original compositions, Burns collected folk 
songs from across Scotland, frequently revising 
or adapting them. His poem (and song) "Auld Lang 
Syne" is often sung at Hogmanay (the last day of the 
year).

Auld Lang Syne  

By Robert Burns 
 
Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 
   And never brought to mind? 
Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 
   And auld lang syne! 

   For auld lang syne, my dear, 
   For auld lang syne. 
   We’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet, 
   For auld lang syne. 

And surely ye’ll be your pint stowp! 
   And surely I’ll be mine! 
And we’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet, 
   For auld lang syne. 

We twa hae run about the braes, 
   And pou’d the gowans fine; 
But we’ve wander’d mony a weary fit, 
   Sin’ auld lang syne. 

We twa hae paidl’d in the burn, 
   Frae morning sun till dine; 
But seas between us braid hae roar’d 
   Sin’ auld lang syne. 

And there’s a hand, my trusty fere! 
   And gie’s a hand o’ thine! 
And we’ll tak a right gude-willie waught, 
   For auld lang syne. 

   For auld lang syne, my dear, 
   For auld lang syne. 
   We’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet, 
   For auld lang syne. 

[“auld lang syne” translates to “old long 

since” or “old times” – ed.]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_poets
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_poets
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romanticism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romanticism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Scots
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Scots
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literary_adaptation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auld_Lang_Syne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auld_Lang_Syne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hogmanay
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W. S. Merwin

William Stanley (W.S.) Merwin (1927 – 2019) was born 
in 1927, the son of a Presbyterian minister. His 
numerous collections of poetry, his translations, and his 
books of prose won praise over seven decades. Merwin 
continued to alter and innovate his craft with each new 
book, and at each stage he served as a powerful 
influence for poets of his generation and younger 
poets. He won nearly every award available to an 
American poet and was named U.S. poet laureate 
twice. As a practicing Buddhist and proponent of deep 
ecology, Merwin moved to an old pineapple plantation 
in Hawaii in the late 1970s, which he painstakingly 
restored to its original rainforest state. Merwin 
eventually became known for an impersonal, indirect, 
and open style that eschewed punctuation. 

To the Face in the Mirror 

By W. S. Merwin 

Because you keep turning toward me 
what I suppose must be 
my own features only 
backward it seems to me 
that you are able to see 
me only by 
looking back from somewhere 
that is a picture of here 
at this moment but 
reversed and already 
not anywhere 

so how far 
away are you 
after all who seem to be 
so near and eternally 
out of reach 
you with the white hair 
now who still surprise me 
day after day 
staring back at me 
out of nowhere 
past present or future 
you with no weight or name 
no will of your own 
and the sight of me 
shining in your eye 

how do you 
know it is me 
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Ogden Nash

Frederic Ogden Nash (August 19, 1902 – May 
19, 1971) was an American poet well known 
for his light verse, of which he wrote over 500 
pieces. With his unconventional rhyming 
schemes, he was declared the country's best-
known producer of humorous poetry by The 
New York Times. "I think in terms of rhyme, 
and have since I was six years old," he stated 
in a 1958 news interview. He had a fondness 
for crafting his own words whenever rhyming 
words did not exist.

Good Riddance, But Now What? 

By Ogden Nash  

Come, children, gather round my knee; 
Something is about to be. 
Tonight’s December thirty-first, 
Something is about to burst. 
The clock is crouching, dark and small, 
Like a time bomb in the hall. 
Hark! It’s midnight, children dear. 
Duck! Here comes another year.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light_poetry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhyme
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhyme
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_York_Times
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_York_Times


Christopher Vogler, author of “The Writer’s Journey” on 
FREE Zoom Meeting 

High Desert Branch of the California Writers Club (HDCWC) Tuesday, December 21, 2021 

By Marcia Ehinger 

Christopher Vogler is a veteran Hollywood story consultant known the world over for his landmark 
book THE WRITER’S JOURNEY: Mythic Structure for Storytellers, now in its 25th Anniversary Edition.  
Vogler grew up in the St. Louis area, studied journalism at the University of Missouri, and began his 
career as a documentary filmmaker for the US Air Force’s space program.  After graduate studies at 
the USC film school, he entered the Hollywood studio system as a story analyst at 20th Century Fox. 
While working in the Disney story department he wrote an influential memo on the mythological 
Hero’s Journey pattern (from Joseph Campbell) that became part of Hollywood story legend, 
influenced Disney’s THE LION KING, and formed the foundation of his book, THE WRITER’S JOURNEY.  
As a consultant he has influenced the stories of many productions including Disney’s ALADDIN, 
HERCULES, FANTASIA 2000; Fox’s FIGHT CLUB, THE THIN RED LINE, COURAGE UNDER FIRE, and for 
other studios 10,000 BC, KARATE KID II, Darren Aronofsky’s THE WRESTLER and NOAH, Will Smith’s 
FOCUS, HANCOCK, MEN IN BLACK III, and I AM LEGEND.  He consults with major corporations on 
storytelling and branding and presents workshops globally on the power of stories to change minds 
and lives. 

After hearing about The Hero with 1000 Faces by Joseph Campbell in film school, Chris Vogler came 
up with his master pattern, or algorithm, for connecting with an audience: every story is a journey, or 
at least has the feeling of movement from one state of being to another. When we apply this pattern 
to discover what heroes go through, we are also going through them as writers. Each of us is on a 
journey to become a writer, to learn about our craft and get published. The writer faces a test of 
character to see whether the author can follow through to the end (a published product). 

There are a number of important components to a story. The essence of the story is the writer’s 
journey. It has a beginning or baseline, or an implied beginning and a catch up to the narrative (when 
the story begins somewhere in the middle). There are principles or useful rules of thumb which are 
used by the Hollywood studio system. Each writer must put together a toolkit. On the first day of film 
school, Chris learned that he was not studying “motion pictures” but “emotion pictures”. As Maya 
Angelou said, “…people never forget how you made them feel.” 

You must have intention before you write each shot / scene / 
sequence. What are you trying to project from your head to others? 
Alfred Hitchcock was the Master of Intent. Every frame, every bit 
(even the shadow on a character’s face) had meaning. There should 
be a beat or rhythm, like music, taking the reader / viewer from 
boredom to being carried away. Chris correlates audience emotions 
with chakras in the body, with playing on their organs (pun 
intended, e.g., “It got me in the heart.” “The tension made my gut 
twist.”) 

An author needs to know how to build story structure. Once you 
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know the form you are working in, you can bring something new and different that defies 
expectations. Maps and orientation devices should be looked at from time to time. Theme (one word 
that says what the story is about) and premise (expanding that word) are your compass. They are 
also the spine of the story, to which everything is attached. [E.g., one word is “love”. Premise is what 
author is saying about love, such as being wonderful versus a trap. The theme of MacBeth is ambition. 
The premise is that ruthless ambition leads to destruction – versus benign ambition which would help 
improve the kingdom.] 

Chris Vogler divides his hero’s journey into 12 stages. He uses a circle with 4 segments, similar to the 
ancient solstices or seasons of the earth’s annual cycle, rather than a linear look at 3 acts. In the 
ancient world, a year had a flowering period (spring bloom), time when animals and plants flourished 

(summer / harvest) and then decayed (late 
fall), and died (dead of winter). He says 
that the two Story Gods are Aristotle, the 
ancient Greek who said that a story needed 
a beginning, a middle and an end, and Syd 
Field, who first wrote down the Hollywood 
3-act linear structure. 

Joseph Campbell looked into mythology and 
made the hero’s journey into a circle with 
two worlds: the ordinary world and a 
special world. [This is the storyline followed 
by George Lucas for Star Wars, Spielberg, 
Will Smith, and others.] The hero leaves 
the everyday world after the first act 
(separation) to journey somewhere else for 
the second act (descent into that world, 
and initiation into its ways), and returns in 
the third act. The ordinary world may be 
laid out for an audience or implied. 

The twelve stages are: 

1: The ordinary world 

2: Call to adventure: the problem in the world to be solved. A vehicle or being appears. There is often 
a musical signature in the movies (brass / trumpet call). Some heroes are waiting for adventure; 
others are reluctant. 

3: Refusal of the call: could be the hero, or someone else. Task is felt to be impossible. This is part of 
the testing of our character(s), a need to overcome fears or obstacles. 

4: Meeting the mentor, especially in myths and comics. Deeply psychological; a wish for a wise 
(kindly, magic) person to guide us. Mentors are absent in some stories when the hero has his/her own 
inner guidance system, sense of honor, group code of conduct (e.g., pirates, gangsters) – as in Clint 
Eastwood or John Wayne movies. 

5: Crossing the threshold: Where the story really begins – a bridge, doorway, passage, trek into the 
special world. Can be hazardous or exciting; variable tone. 
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6: Tests, allies, enemies: Often set in a bar / saloon / cantina, which is a meeting place, especially in 
a new world. Check which side you are on – how you fit in. Find friends / allies to stand with you 
against the enemies. 

7: Approach, to the cave / long passage. A time to develop things – romance, friendship, get past 
first impressions.  

8: Ordeal, at the center. The heartbeat. Something drastic happens that threatens the hero, who may 
die or seem to die. The taste of death, but also a chance for rebirth and reward. If we face our fears 
and confront difficulties, we will be rewarded. Self-confidence. Allies. 

9: Reward: Take possession of birthright, something missing in life. Time for partying, celebrating, 
treasure and / or self-reflection. Lighting fires, cigarettes, candles – or mirrors are usually seen 
(especially in the movies). Hero may pause in front of a mirror and reflect. Maybe a page-long speech 
by the hero(es) about what this has meant to them. 

10: The road back: Time to wake up the audience. Home is almost in sight BUT there are reversals. 
Three quarters of the way through the story. There may be a burst of energy from a chase scene. 
Hero may be running toward home, or running away from something / someone; the chaser or being 
chased. 

11. Resurrection: The most important point. In vaudeville, called “next to closing”— the place for your 
best act or the star. Another touch of death and rebirth, redemption and purification, sacrifice, final 
test. Final showdown. Courtroom battle. Actual climax. Possible tragedy / tragic end, due to hero’s 
earlier mistake or broken rule. 

12. Return with the elixir (the magic potion / antidote): moral statement, final image, gift giving. Get 
out of the personal and selfish. Share what was learned. The purpose of the writer’s journey is to 
share, transmit insight – a communal experience with the audience.  

Another presentation: the archetypes found in stories… 

Q&A: Chris sees the hero’s journey everywhere, even in commercials. The steps and stages 
mentioned are just tools to be used by the writer. 
Q: What about Save the Cat? (another popular book series / method of screenwriting vs. Writer’s 
Journey) 
A: They play together well. Again, you can’t use just one set of tools to do everything. 
Q: What about women’s journeys? 
A: They are often shifted away from the physical to the emotional / internal – how people feel. Look 
up the pioneers in the field: Carol Pearson (The Hero Within), Maureen Murdock (The Heroine’s 
Journey). The straight-line model is very masculine; the circular / spiral pattern is more feminine. 
Q: What about the hero who takes a while to get back to the call? 
A: For example, Hamlet doesn’t act until the last scene. Some heroes have difficulty stepping up or 
taking responsibility. Things can be out of sync or missed opportunities. Kiros is the god of good 
timing.  
Q: How to you capture and keep the readers’ attention in these days of short attention spans? 
A: You can lead readers along and then shake them up. E.g., murder mystery where followed clues 
lead to assumption of certain character as the killer, suddenly not. 

Parting thought from the last chapter of the 25th anniversary edition is, “Trust the path.” The stones 
know the way. Use the turning of the year to start anew.



“Mastering Meetup.com and Other Tips for 
Club Growth” 

November 23, 2021,  

Zoom with Brian Gaps 
By Marcia Ehinger 

The High Desert CWC (HDCWC) presented this event at no charge to CWC 
members wishing to attend. 

Brian Gaps is the Orange County (OC) CWC branch president and 2021 Jack London award recipient. 
He has been in advertising for ten years and is a senior copywriter working in the advertising and 
marketing industry. Brian was also a partner at a boutique digital agency and co-hosted a marketing 
radio show on KLAA AM830.  

During Covid – when most branches lost members -- the OC club’s Meetup.com group grew to exceed 
900 members with an email guest list near 200 opt-in subscribers converted from social media 
platforms. Equally vital to the club’s future was that new members’ ages averaged 25 years younger 
than the club’s traditional membership. Current Zoom attendance meets or exceeds pre-pandemic 
live audience sizes. 

Brian’s basics can be used by other branches or authors to grow their followers. He started by talking 
about fishing, showing the audience a variety of fish and comparing the different types of bait needed 
to catch them to different methods of marketing.  

In the past, Orange County was one of the smaller CWC branches, with about 35 to 45 members, 
nearly all retired. When Brian joined, the Board and officers were the only members who did any club 
work. They held a monthly meeting with a speaker and met in a room at a library. There was no 
active recruiting of members and the whole atmosphere was one of stagnation. 

He realized that they needed a change in demographics and an influx of significantly younger 
members who used their cellphones for communication. Today, people tend to search calendar lists, 
so he looked to platforms that had searchable events, such as Craigs List, EventBrite tickets, and 
social media – the modern version of word of mouth. Reaching out for a broader audience, he 
tinkered with the content and topics of the monthly presentations. He also looked for a new meeting 
venue with more atmosphere and walk-by traffic. By doing many small things correctly over time, he 
expected to see gradual change and an increase in membership. If something was not working, the 
club could pivot to something else that might work better. (Different bait for different types of fish.) 

One social media site that seemed promising was MeetUp, even though there is a subscription fee for 
the club. The platform is community oriented and allows people to search for keywords and topics. 
Brian could post past events and upcoming programs, up to 6 to 9 months in advance. Their club had 
already determined that workshops did not seem to draw a crowd or new members and tended to be 
overpriced. 
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Monthly Meeting, Saturday, December 18, 2021, via 
Zoom  

“Strategies For Attaining Grant Support to Enhance 
Your Writing Career” 

With Denise Pate, “Grant maker and grant-writing strategist” 

By Marcia Ehinger 

Denise Pate is the Director of Community Investments for the San Francisco 
Arts Commission (SFAC). More importantly, she’s prepared the guidelines for 
many grant programs, supported the careers of many emerging writers 
(including best-selling author Tommy Orange of There, There) and written MANY successful grant 
proposals.  

Denise discussed the current trends in funding and provided strategies for ensuring that your 
application scores high in the panel review process. Important points: 

• List of grant-making agencies currently awarding grants to writers 

• Current trends in grant making 
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The club’s experience with Facebook was not rewarding. They had monthly posts and even placed ads. 
They tried to build Search Engine Optimization (SEO) for the most visibility. However, when they 
polled inquiries or new member applications, nobody mentioned Facebook. 

Brian says that the most important step to growing your audience from social media is finding a way 
to convert new people to your mailing list. Besides getting email addresses from MeetUp and 
membership applications, the club added a website widget which asked readers to join the mailing list. 
Once you have a mailing list, it’s important to have CRM (customer relation management software, 
such as Mail Chimp). Their stricter protocols and “unsubscribe” option keep email notifications out of 
recipients’ spam folders. Mass mailings via Gmail or Outlook are often swept up as spam. 

Zoom meeting passwords or links are shared on MeetUp shortly before the meeting dates (1 to 2 
days), and with the email list, in order to keep disruptions from unwanted guests at a minimum. 
Members receive 3 meeting notices each month: from the club newsletter, from the member email 
list, and from the MeetUp email notification. 

The most important factor in outreach is what brings value to members, which is a sense of belonging. 
Orange County CWC has found MeetUp and enjoyable meetings do just that. Belonging to a 
“community of writers” is a selling point. In addition to free Zoom meetings, added member perks 
include an online bookstore page on the club website. Members may list one book each with a link to 
Amazon purchasing. There is also a club YouTube channel with recordings of the speakers and other 
programs. It is a “members only area” and the access link is published in the newsletter. 

When the club decides to return to in-person meetings, Brian will continue his search for a more 
appealing meeting space. He has prepared a brochure of positive aspects of their club, with reasons 
why a venue would like to have their members onsite on a monthly basis.
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• How to determine if a grant is appropriate for you and your project 

• Tips on how to prepare a competitive grant proposal 

• Resources for professional development (grant writing, budget building, managing a grant 
award) 

Denise reviews grant proposals for the San Francisco Arts Commission and designs grant guidelines 
for foundations and government grantmaking agencies, and coaches potential grant recipients to 
ensure equal access to funding. She is excited to see writers being considered as literary artists in 
the world of arts funding. 

First time novelist Tommy Orange approached their Oakland-based agency with a request to sponsor 
his short stories, videos and poetry about being an urban Native American in Oakland. He was local 
and represented a marginalized community; very few people knew this story. He received a one-year 
grant to write about being an Indian in Oakland. He then applied for and received a follow-up grant 
when his project morphed into a novel. Denise helped promote the book, which became a bestseller 
and won a number of awards. 

Current trends include COVID and grants in the recovery / rescue phase for artists, and DEI 
(diversity, equity, inclusion) for different communities, e.g. LGBTQ, disabled, immigrant. 

Denise gave tips for research into finding grants and filling out the applications. She said to read the 
guidelines to find out who, what, and geographic area or community covered. Then, read the “real” 
guidelines by reviewing the history of awards. Who was funded in the past? Look them up and check 
the writers’ profiles. Take advantage of applicant webinars and information sessions offered by the 
funder. There may be nuggets of information not written in the guidelines. Get the program officer 
contact information. It is that person’s job to help the applicant. You can ask directed questions after 
reading the guidelines, or consider having the program person review your summary statement or 
explain the scoring criteria. Some programs are very transparent and will help the applicant, 
especially government ones. Foundations or corporate funders often are not. 
  
Details were provided to outline your grant application process: Describe your proposal in 100 – 150 
words, or give a writer’s statement with who, what, when, where of funding desired. Who will be 
interested in reading your product? Be realistic about your budget. How will this grant contribute to 
your artistic practice and why is it important for your career as a writer? (E.g., will take time off from 
work to write.) Don’t say that you will do this project with or without their funding. Why should your 
work be important to this funder? (E.g., you represent older writers, a certain community, the 
funder’s mission, you have a certain type of story to tell) What is your end product / finished work? 
(E.g., seed money for the first draft or beginning chapters versus a book) What kind of public event 
will you host? (E.g., staged reading during process, book signing at end) Evaluate: what will success 
look like to you? (E.g., publication, 300 people will attend the reading, first draft) 

Denise listed some resources for professional development, including creative writing fellowships, 
the California Arts Council, and a sample resource article found during an internet search. During the 
Q&A, she suggested looking for community, city government, county and state agencies which might 
fund a project. Besides grants and fellowships, consider internships and the possibility of travel 
money for research.  

Please see her slides on our club website, www.cwcsacramentowriters.org, archive tab.

http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org


First Friday Networking Zoom Meeting, December 3, 
2021 

“Discover the Basics Any Aspiring Picture Book Author 
Should Know” 

Christine L. “Chrissi” Villa, Award-Winning Children’s Book 
Author and Publisher 

By Marcia Ehinger 

Christine L. "Chrissi" Villa is a children's book author, publisher, poet, speaker, mixed media artist, and 
photographer. Her books, poems, photographs, and artwork have won recognition and several awards. 
She is the founder of Purple Cotton Candy Arts, a business that offers publishing services such as 
editing, proofreading, illustrating, rewriting, formatting, and book trailers. She teaches a workshop 
titled “Essentials of Writing a Picture Book”. 

Chrissi created a fabulous set of slides which summarized the key points from her workshop. They can 
be found on our club website www.cwcsacramentowriters.org under the archive tab. 

Here is an outline of what she included: 

What is a picture book? 
 Words + illustrations 
 Read by an adult to a nonreader, or for early readers 
 Usually for children 4 – 8 years old 
 Most are 24 – 32 pages long; a 32-page book will have 14 double-page spreads 

The two categories of picture book 
1. Books for non-readers 

a. Board books 
 For ages 18 months – 2 years old 
 12 - 16 pages long 
 Simple illustrations and none to a few words 

b. Concept books 
 Ages 2 – 5 years 
 Colors, numbers or shapes as theme 
 10 – 100 words 
 More intricate illustrations 

c. Wordless books 
 Ages 3 – 7 years 
 Illustrations tell the story 

2. Books for readers 
a. Picture books 

 Age 4 – 6 years old 
 Illustrations as important as words 
 One main plot 
 Some have rhyme & rhythm or repetition 
 500 to 1,000 words 

b. Picture story books or early chapter books 
 Ages 7 – 8 years 
 Fewer illustrations than words, but illustrations important 
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https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http://www.purplecottoncandyarts.com&umid=3f0ff776-819b-4e18-9173-7a0965b3bff6&auth=ff23a049c7d39c41bc65e253b3c52bac9cd94b53-7218f46795f087a64e0710199a05d366cf379726
http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
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 More complex characters and plot 
 Fiction or non-fiction 

Types of books: fiction or non-fiction 
Genres 
Characteristics of a good picture book 
Steps to reach your goal 
Discovering your unique story 
General guidelines in writing your unique storyline, e.g.: 
 At the beginning, hook your reader. 
 In the middle, keep you readers glued to the page. 
 Have a satisfying ending. 
Elements of a story 
Creating a main character who wins the heart of your readers. 
 Choose an appropriate age. 
 Pick a memorable name. 
 State your character’s wants. 
 Have a convincing motivation. 
 Does your character have exceptional traits? 
 Add a flaw or two. 
 Make sure your character is authentic. 
 You character should solve his / her own problems. 
 The character (and the reader) should learn something in the end. 
Pointers for: 
 Picking point of view (POV) 
 Finding your voice 
 Finding your style 
 Setting the right tone 
Tips to draw readers into the story 
Checklists: setting, time, character, plot, theme 
  
See: www.christinevilla.com. Contact Chrissi at chrissivilla@gmail.com. 

http://www.christinevilla.com


CWC Sacramento CLUB Positions 
FY 2021-2022 

Officers  

Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards 
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net  

First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer 
qquill76@gmail.com 
   
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe  
jenifererowe@gmail.com  

Secretary: John Patterson 
2johnpatterson@gmail.com 
   
Treasurer: Karen Terhune 
koyotesky@gmail.com 
   
Board of Directors  
Linda Champion, Outreach  
championwritingcreations@comcast.net  

Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor  
mehinger@comcast.net  

Mark Heckey, Publicity Chair 
mheckey@comcast.net  

John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator  

Gloria Pierrot-Dyer (First VP, Programs) 

Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster and E-blast Coordinator 

Consultants to the Board  
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator 
larry@mandelberg.biz 

   
Club Positions  
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor 
Linda Champion, First Friday Program Coordinator 
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator  
(Cheryl Stapp, First Friday In-Person Meeting Facilitator) 
(Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting In-Person Registration)
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